THE SUPER BURN
EXPLAINED
@PROBABLYNOTHING

What is it?
The Super Burn is a new innovative function that
$NOTHING is the FIRST to introduce to the
Blockchain and specifically BSC
What does it do?
When activated, the next buys or buybacks will
create a 10x impact on the chart so instead of a
chart growing by 1% for a 1 BNB buy it will grow
by 5% for the same 1 BNB buy creating a Green
fomo chart!
NOT a rebase
I'm sure many of you heard of the rebase
function that swiped the crypto world few
months back but resulted in constant fud due to
tokens decreasing from wallets as rebase used
to drain the total supply every time it was
activated including tokens with holders which
resulted in a fake pump & fud. BUT that's not the
case with probably nothing!!
With probably nothing we combine the rebase
function but without draining the total supply!
The missconception
There is a misconception in the space as many
projects claim to burn tokens to raise the price
but its not as easy as sending some tokens to
burn wallet.
We have been working hard to bring this function
to life and finally did it! The contract is one of its
kind and provides that utility to pump!
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Proof of use
The first time we used this function on
$NOTHING was on March 23rd 4:30PM UTC and
heres what happened.
We have done a 2 BNB buy on 2 seperate
transactions. The first 1 BNB buy was without the
Super burn & you can see below that the price
increase from $0.00000000000241191 to
$0.00000000000243166 increasing by (+0.8%)

Then we bought another 1 BNB but activated a
small LP burn function as buying and the price
increased from $0.00000000000243166 to
$0.00000000000255644 increasing by (+5.1%)

SEE THE DIFFERENCE? PROBABLY NOTHING!
So When are we gonna use it?
The function will be timed with correct
marketing, listings, buybacks and other bullish
news to create that FOREVER FOMO effect the
correct way!
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LESS TOKENS

HIGHER PRICE

HIGHER MARKETCAP

MORE SEROTONIN

STRONGER COMMUNITY

BIGGER FOMO
THE REVOLUTION OF CRYPTO IS NOW, AND
PROBABLY NOTHING IS LEADING! SHARE
THIS WITH A FRIEND AND LET THEM KNOW
HTTPS://PROBABLYNOTHING.PRO '2022

